
THE GENETIC CODE: II

A sequel to F. H. C. Crick☂s article of last October, which discussed
howthe hereditary material embodies the code for the manufacture
of proteins. The nature of the code has nowbeen further elucidated

ust 10 vears ago James D. Watson
and Francis H. C. Crick proposed
the now familiar model for the

structure of DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid), for which they, together with
Maurice H.F. Wilkins, received a Nobel
prize last vear. DNA is the giant helical
molecule that embodies the genetic code
of all living organisms. In the October
1962 issue of Scientific American Crick
described the general nature ofthis code.

ee 

by Marshall W. Nirenberg

By ingenious experiments with bacterial
viruses he and his colleagues established
that the ☜letters☝ in the code are read
off in simple sequence and that ☜words☝
in the code most probably consist of
groupsof three letters. The code letters
in the DNA molecule are the four bases,
or chemical subunits, adenine, guanine,
cytosine and thymine, respectively de-
noted A, G, C and T.

This article describes how various

 

EXPERIMENTBEGINSwhencells of the colon bacillus are ground in a mortar with finelydivided aluminum oxide. ☜Sap☝ released from ruptured cells still synthesizes protein.
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combinations of these bases, or code let-
ters, provide the specific biochemica!
informationused by the cell in the con-
struction of proteins: giant molecules as-
sembled from 20 commonkinds of amino
acids. Each amino acid subunit is di-
rected to its proper site in the protein
chain by a sequenceof codeletters in the
DNAmolecule (or molecules) that each
organism inherits from its ancestors. It
is this DNAthat is shaped by evolution.
Organisms compete with each other for
survival; occasional random changes in
their information content, carried by
DNA, are sometimes ☜advantageous in
this competition. In this way organisms
slowly become enriched with instruc-
tions facilitating their survival.
The exact numberofproteins required

forthe functioningof a typical living cell
is not known, butit runs to many hun-
dreds. The great majority, if not all, of
the proteins act as enzymes, or biolog-
ical catalysts, which direct the hundreds
of different chemical reactions that go on
simultaneously within each cell. A typi-
cal protein is a molecular chain contain-
ing about 200 aminoacid subunits linked
together in a specific sequence. Each
protein usually contains all or most of
the 20 different kinds of amino acids.
The code for each protein is carried
by a single gene, which in turn is a par-
ticular region on the linear DNA mole-
cule. To describe a protein containing
200 amino acid subunits a gene must
contain at least 200 code words, repre-
sented by a sequence of perhaps 600
bases. No one yet knows the complete
base sequencefora single gene. Viruses,
the smallest structures containing the
blueprints for their own replication, may
contain from a few to several hundred
genes. Bacteria maycontain 1,000 genes;
a humancell may contain a million. The
human genesare notstrung together in



STEPS IN CODE BREAKINGare shownin this sequence of photo-
graphs taken in the author☂s laboratory at the National Institutes of

Health in Bethesda, Md. The opentest tubes at upper left contain

samples of the cell-free bacterial system capable of synthesizing

protein when properly stimulated. The photograph showsstimulants

being added. Theyinclude synthetic ☜messenger RNA☝(ribonucleic

acid) and amino acids, one of which is radioactive. The protein is
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produced when the samples are incubated 10 to 90 minutes. At up-

per right the protein is precipitated by the addition of trichloro-

acetic acid (TCA). At lower left the precipitate is transferred to

filter-paper disks, which will be placed in carriers called plan-

chettes. At lower right the planchettes are stacked in a radiation

counting unit. Radiation measurement indicates how well a given

sample of messenger RNA has directed aminoacids into protein.
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DEOXYRIBOSE RIBOSE PHOSPHORIC ACID
COMPONENTS OF DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) are four bases adenine, guanine, thy-
mine and cytosine (symbolized A, G, T, C), which act as codeletters. Other components,
deoxyribose and phosphoric acid, form chains to which bases attach (see below). In
closely related RNA, uraci! (U) replaces thymine and ribose replaces deoxyribose.

DNA STRUCTURE

      

tias
DNA MOLECULEresembles a chain ladder ( actually twisted into a helix) in which pairs
of bases join two linear chains constructed from deoxyribose and phosphate subunits. The
bases invariably pair so that A links to T and G to C. The genetic code is the sequence of
bases as read down oneside of the ladder. The deoxyribose-phosphate linkages in the two
linear chains run in opposite directions. DNA molecules contain thousands of base pairs.
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one long chain but must be divided
among at least 46 DNA molecules. The

minimum numberis set by the number
of human chromosomes(46). which col-

lectively carry the hereditary material.
In fact, each chromosome apparently

carries not one or two but several copies
of the same genetic message. If it were
possible to assemble the DNAin a single
humancell into one continuous thread,

it would be about a yard Jong. This
three-foot set of instructions for each in-

dividualis produced by the fusion of egg

and sperm at conception and must be

precisely replicated billions of times as
the embryo develops.
The bottom illustration at left shows

howthe bases in DNA form the cross

links connecting twohelica] strands com-

posedofalternating units of deoxyribose
(a simple sugar) and phosphate. The
bases are attachedto the sugarunits and
always occur in complementary pairs:
A joined to T, and G joined to C. Asa

result one strand of the DNA molecule,

with its associated bases, can serve as

the template for creating a second strand
that has a complementaryset of bases.
The faithful replication of genes during
cell division evidently depends on such
a copving mechanism.
The coding problem centers around

the question: How can a four-letter al-

phabet (the bases A, G, C and T) spec-

ifv a 20-word dictionary corresponding

to the 20 amino acids? In 1954 the theo-
retical physicist George Gamow,nowat

the University of Colorado, pointed out

that the code words in such a dictionary
would have to contain at least three
bases. It is obvious that only four code
words can be formed if the words are
only oneletter in length. With twoletters
4 X 4, or 16, code words can be formed.

Andwith three letters 4 x 4 x 4, or 64,

code words becomeavailable♥more than
enough to handle the 20-word amino
acid dictionary [see top illustration on

page 90]. Subsequently many sugges-
tions were made as to the nature of the
genetic code, but extensive experimental
knowledgeof the code has heen obtained
only within the past 18 months.

The Genetic Messenger

It was recognized soon after the for-
mulation of the Watson-Crick model of
DNAthat DNAitself might not be di-
rectly involved in the synthesis of pro-
tein, and that a template of RNA (ribo-

nucleic acid) might be an intermediate
in the process. Protein synthesis is con-
ducted by cellular particles called ribo-
somes, which are abouthalf protein and



half RNA (ribosomal RNA). Several

years ago Jacques Monod and Francois
Jacob of the Pasteur Institute in Paris
coined the term ☜messenger RNA☝to de-

scribe the template RNA that carried
genetic messages from DNAto the ribo-

somes.
A few vears ago evidence for the en-

zymatic synthesis of RNA complemen-
tary to DNA wasfound by Jerard Hur-

witz of the New York University School

of Medicine, by Samuel Weiss of the

University of Chicago, by Audrey

Stevens ofSt. Louis University and their

respective collaborators [see ☜Messenger
RNA,☝by Jerard Hurwitz andJ. J. Furth;
SciENTIFIC AMERICAN,February, 1962].

These groups, and others, showed that

an enzyme, RNA polymerase, catalvzes

the synthesis of strands of RNA on the

pattern of strands of DNA.

RNAis similar to DNA except that

RNA contains the sugar ribose instead

of deoxyribose and the base uracil in-

stead of thymine. When RNA is being
formed on a DNA template, uracil ap-

pears in the RNA chain wherever adenine
appearsat the complementarysite on the

DNAchain. One fraction of the RNA

formed by this process is messenger
RNA,it directs the synthesis of protein.

Messenger RNAleaves the nucleus of
the cell and attaches to the ribosomes.

The sequence of bases in the messenger

RNAspecifies the amino acid sequence
in the protein to be synthesized.
The amino acids are transported to

the proper sites on the messenger RNA

by still another form of RNA called

transfer RNA. Each cell contains a spe-
cific activating enzyme that attaches a
specific amino acid to its particular trans-

fer RNA. Moreover,cells evidently con-
tain more than one kind of transfer RNA

capable of recognizing a given amino
acid. The significance of this fact will

become apparent later. Although direct
recognition of messenger RNA code
words by transfer RNA molecules has

not been demonstrated, it is clear that
these molecules perform at least part of
the job of placing amino acids in the
proper position in the protein chain.
Whenthe amino acids arrive at the
proper site in the chain, they are linked

to each other by enzymic processes that

are only partly understood. The linking

is accomplished by the formation of a

peptide bond: a chemical bond created
when a molecule of water is removed

from two adjacent molecules of amino

acid. The process requires a transfer en-
zyme, at least one other enzyme and a

cofactor: guanosine triphosphate. It ap-
pears that amino acid subunits are
bonded into the growing protein chain
one at a time, starting at the end of the

chain carrying an amino group (NH,)

and proceeding toward the end that
terminates with a carboxyl group
(COOH).
The process of protein synthesis can

be studied conveniently in cell-free ex-
tracts of the colon bacillus (Escherichia

coli). The bacteria grow rapidly in
suitable nutrients and are harvested by
sedimenting them out of suspension with
a centrifuge. The cells are gently broken
open by grinding them with finely pow-
dered alumina [see illustration on page
80]; this releases the cell sap, containing

DNA, messenger RNA, ribosomes, en-

zymes and other components. Such ex-

tracts are called cell-free systems, and

whenthey are fortified with energy-rich
substances (chiefly adenosine triphos-
phate), they readily incorporate amino
acids into protein. The incorporation
process can be followed by using amino

acids containing carbon 14, a radioactive

isotope of carbon.

Optimal conditions for protein syn-

thesis in bacterial cell-free systems were

determined by workers in many labora-

tories, notably Alfred Tissiéres of Har-

vard University, Marvin Lamborg and
Paul C. Zamecnik of the Massachusetts
General Hospital, G. David Novelli of

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
Sol Spiegelmanof the University of Illi-
nois. When we began our work at the

National Institutes of Health, our

 
MESSENGER RNA is the molecular agent that transcribes the

genetic code from DNAandcarries it to the sites in the cell (the

ribosomes) where protein synthesis takes place. The letters in mes-

 

senger RNA are complementary to thosein one strand of the DNA

molecule. In this example UUAGUCAA is complementary to

AATCAGTT.The exact mechanism of transcription is not known.



progress was slow because we had to

prepare fresh enzyme extracts for each

experiment. Later mvcolleague J. Hein-
rich Matthaei andI found a wayto stabi-

lize the extracts so that they could be
stored for many weeks without apprecia-
ble loss of activity.

Normally the proteins produced in

such extracts are those specified by the

cell☂s own DNA. If one could establish

the base sequence in one of the cell☂s

genes♥or part of a gene♥and correlate

it with the amino acid sequence in the
protein coded bythat gene, one would

be able to translate the genetic code.

Although the amino acid sequence is

knownfor a numberof proteins, no one

has vet determined the base sequenceof

a gene, hence the correlation cannot be
performed.

The study of cell-free protein syn-
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SYNTHESIS OF PROTEINbeginswith the genetic code embodied

in DNA (1). The code is transcribed into messenger RNA (2). In

the diagram it is assumed that the message has been derived from

the DNA strand bearing dark letters. The messenger RNA finds

its way to a ribosome (3), the site of protein synthesis. Amino

acids, indicated by numbered rectangles, are carried to proper

sites on the messenger RNA by molecules of transfer RNA (see
illustration on opposite page). Bases are actually equidistant, not
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thesis provided an indirect approach to
the coding problem. Tissiéres, Novelli

and Bernard Nisman,then at the Pasteur

Institute, had reported that protein syn-

thesis could be halted in cell-free ex-
tracts by adding deoxyribonuclease, or
DNAase, an enzymethatspecifically de-
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groupedin triplets, and mechanism ofrecog-

nition between transfer RNA and messenger

RNA is hypothetical. Linkage of amino

acid subunits creates a protein molecule.

stroys DNA. Matthaei and I also ob-
served this effect and studied its char-

acteristics. It seemed probable that
protein synthesis stopped after the mes-

senger RNA had been depleted. When
we added crude fractions of messenger
RNAtosuchextracts, we found that they
stimulated protein synthesis. The de-
velopment of this cell-free assay for
messenger RNA provided the rationale
for all our subsequent work.

Weobtained RNAfractions from vari-

ous natural sources, including viruses,

and found that many of them were
highly active in directing protein syn-
thesis in the cell-free system of the colon
bacillus. The ribosomes of the colon ba-

cillus were found to accept RNA ☜blue-

prints☝ obtained from foreign organisms,

including viruses. It should be em-
phasized that only minute amounts of

protein were synthesized in these ex-
periments.

It occurred to us that synthetic RNA
containing only one or two bases might
direct the synthesis of simple proteins
containing only a few aminoacids. Syn-

thetic RNA molecules can be prepared

with the aid of an enzyme, polynucleo-

tide phosphorylase, found in 1955 by
Marianne Grunberg-Manago and Severo
Ochoa of the New York University
School of Medicine. Unlike RNA poly-
merase, this enzyme does not follow the

pattern of DNA.Instead it forms RNA

polymers by linking bases together in
random order.

A synthetic RNA polymercontaining
only uracil (called polyuridylic acid, or

poly-U) was prepared and addedto the
active cell-free system together with

mixtures of the 20 amino acids. In each

mixture one of the amino acids con-

tained radioactive carbon 14; the oth-

er 19 amino acids were nonradioactive.

In this way one could determine the
particular amino acid directed into pro-

tein by poly-U.
It proved to be the amino acid phenyl-

alanine. This provided evidence that the
RNAcode word for phenylalanine was a

sequence of U☂s contained in poly-U. The
code word for another amino acid, pro-

line, was found to be a sequence of C☂s

in polycytidylic acid, or poly-C. Thus a

cell-free system capable of synthesizing

protein underthedirection of chemically

defined preparations of RNA provided a
simple meansfor translating the genetic
code.

The Code-Word Dictionary

Ochoa and his collaborators and our
group at the National Institutes of
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TRANSFER RNAis a special helical form

of RNAthattransports amino acids to their

propersite in the protein chain. Thereis at

least one transfer RNA for each of the 20

common amino acids. All, however, seem

to carry the bases ACC where the amino

acids attach and G at the opposite end. The

attachment requires a specific enzyme and

energy supplied by adenosine triphosphate.

Unpaired bases in transfer RNA (AAU in

the example) may provide the means by

which the transfer RNA ☜recognizes☝ the
place to deposit its amino acid package.
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RNA STRUCTUREcantake various forms.

Transfer RNA (top) seems to be a fairly

short double helix (probably less perfect

than shown) that is closed at one end.

Some RNA molecules contain a mixture

of coiled and uncoiled regions (bottom).

Health, working independently, have
now synthesized and tested polymers
containing all possible combinations of

the four RNA bases A, G, C and U. In

the initial experiments only RNA polv-

mers containing U were assayed, but re-

cently many non-U polymers with high

template activity have been found by M.
Bretscher and Grunberg-Managoof the

University of Cambridge, and also by

Oliver W. Jones and me. All the results
so far are summarizedin the table at the
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FIRST BREAK IN GENETIC CODEwasthe discovery that a syn-

thetic messenger RNA containing only uracil (poly-U) directed the

manufacture of a synthetic protein containing only one amino
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bottom of pages YO and G1. Tt lists the

RNA_ polymers containing the mini-

mum numberof bases capable of stimu-
lating protein formation. The inclusion
of another base in a polymerusually

enables it to code for additional amino

acids.

With only two kinds of baseit is pos-

☂ sible to make six varieties of RNA poly-

mer: poly-AC, poly-AG, poly-AU. polv-
CG, poly-CU and poly-GU.If the ratio
of the bases is adjusted with care, each
variety can be shown to code with great

specificity for different scts of amino

acids. The relative amount of one amino

acid directed into protein comparedwith
another depends onthe ratio of bases in

the RNA. Assuming a random sequence

of bases in the RNA, the theoretical

probabilities of finding particular se-

quences of two, three or more bases can

be calculated easily if the base ratio is

known.For example, if poly-UC contains
70 per cent U and 30 per cent C, the
probability of the occurrence of the
triplet sequence UUU is .7 X 7 X.7,
or .34, That is, 34 per cent of the trip'ets

in the polvmerare expected to be UUU.

The probability of obtaining the se-

quence UUCis .7 X .7 X .3, or .147.

Thus 14.7 percentof the triplets in such

a polymer are probably UUC. This type
of calculation, however, assumes ran-

domness,andit is not certain that all the
actual polymers are truly random.

lt had been predicted by Gamow,

Crick and others that for each amino acid

areye
fame.
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(here might be aore than one code word,

since there are 64 possible triplets and

only 20 aminoacids. A code with multi-

ple words for each object codedis termed
degenerate. Our experiments showthat
the genetic code is indeed degenerate.

Leucine, for example, is coded by RNA

polymers containing U alone. or U and

A,or U and C, or U and G.

It must be emphasized that degen-

eracyof this sort does not imply lack of

specificity in the constructionof proteins.

It means, rather, that a specific amino

acid can be directed to the propersite
ina protein chain by more than one code

word. Presumably this flexibility of cod-

ing is advantageous to the cell in ways

not vet fully understood.
A molecular explanation of degenera-

cy has been provided recently in a strik-

ing manner.It has been knownthat some

organisms contain more than one species

of transfer RNA capable of recognizing

a given amino acid. The colon bacillus,

for example, contains two readilydistin-
guishable species that transfer leucine.
Bernard Weisblum and Seymour Benzer
of Purdue University and Robert W.

Holley of Cornell University separated

the two leucine-transfer species and

tested them in cell-free systems. They

foundthat one of the species recognizes
poly-UC but not polv-UG. The other

species recognizes poly-UG butnot poly-

UC [see topillustration on page 89]. Al-

though the number of transfer RNA

species per cell is unknown,it is possible
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acid, phenylalanine (Phe). The finding was made by the author

and J. Heinrich Matthaei. The X☂s in transfer RNA signify that the

bases that respond to code words in messenger RNA are not known.



that each species correspondsto a differ-
ent code word.

There is, however, the possibility of
real ambiguity in protein synthesis. This
would occurif one code word were to di-
rect two or morekindsof aminoacid into
protein. So far only one such ambiguity
has been found. Poly-U directs small
amounts of leucine as well as phenylala-
nine into protein. The ratio of the two

amino acids incorporated is about 20 or
30 molecules of phenylalanine to one of
leucine. In the absence of phenylalanine,
poly-U codes for leucine about half as
well as it does for phenylalanine. The
molecular basis of this ambiguity is not
known.Noris it knownif the dual coding
occurs in living systemsas wellasin cell-
free systems.

Base sequences that do not encode for
any amino acid are termed ☜nonsense
words.☝ This term may be misleading,for
such sequences,if they exist, might have
meaning to the cell. For example, they

might indicate the beginning or end of a
portion of the genetic message. An indi-
rect estimate of the frequency of non-
sense words can be obtained by compar-
ing theefficiency of random RNAprepa-
rations with that of natural messenger
RNA. We have found that many of the
synthetic polymers containingfour, three
or two kinds of base are as efficient in
stimulating protein synthesis as natural
polymers are. This high efficiency, to-
gether with high coding specificity, sug-
gests that relatively few base sequences
are nonsense words.

In his recent article in Scientific
American Crick presented arguments
for believing that the coding ratio is
either three or a multiple of three. Re-
cently we have determined the relative
amounts of different amino acids di-
rected into protein by synthetic RNA
preparations of known baseratios, and
the evidence suggests that some code
words almostsurely contain three bases.
Yet, as the table at the bottom of the
next two pages shows, 18 of the 20 amino
acids can be coded by words containing
only two different bases. The exceptions
are aspartic acid and methionine, which

seem to require some combination of U,
G and A. (Someuncertaintystill exists

about the code words for these amino
acids, because even poly-UGA directs
very little aspartic acid or methionine
into protein.) If the entire code indeed
consists of triplets, it is possible that cor-

rect coding is achieved, in some in-
stances, when only twoout of the three
bases read are recognized. Such imper-
fect recognition might occur more often
with synthetic RNA polymers containing
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TWO KINDS OF TRANSFER RNAhave been found,each capable of transporting leucine

(Leu). One kind (left) recognizes the code word UUG;; the other (right) recognizes UUC.
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INGENIOUS EXPERIMENTshowedthat code-word recognition depends on the specificity

of transfer RNA, not on the structure of the amino acid being transported. Cysteine is coded

by UUG,alanine by CCG or UCG. Cysteine was hookedto its specific transfer RNA and
sulfur was removed by a catalyst (Raney nickel). With sulfur removed from the molecule,

eysteine became alanine. It was still directed into protein, however, as if it were cysteine.



 

 

 

 

  

  

 
 

   
   

 

 

 

     

 

SINGLET DOUBLET TRIPLET
CODE CODE CODE

(4 WORDS)' (6 WORDS) (64 WORDS)

AAR AAG AAC AAU|

AGA AGG AGCAGU.
ACA: ACG. ACC ACU
AUA? AUG AUCAUU
GAA GAG GAC GAU
GGA 666 GGC GGU

AA | AG | AC | AU GCA | GCG GCC . GCU
GA; GG

|

GC . GU GUA GUG ; GUC Guu
ca} C6

|

cc. CU CAA | CAG CAC CAU
UA | UG

|

UC) UU CGA

|

C66 CGC CCU
CCA CCG) CCC CCU:
CUA) CUG |CUC | CUU

UAA |UAG |UAC | UAU
UGA | UGG | UGC | UGU

UCA | UCG | UCC |UCU|
UUA | UUG UUC UUU|   

 

CODE-LETTER COMBINATIONSincrease sharply with the length of the code word. Since
at least 20 code words are needed to identify the 20 common amino acids, the minimum
code length is a sequence of three letters, assuming that all words are the same length.

only one or two bases than it does with

natural messenger RNA, which always

contains a mixtureofall four. The results

obtained with synthetic RNA may dem-
onstrate the coding potential of the cell;
that is, it may reveal code words that

function routinely in the living cell and

potential words that would be recog-

nized if appropriate mutations were to

occur in the cellular DNA. The table on.

page 93 summarizes the code-word dic-
tionary on the assumption thatall code
wordsaretriplets.

The Universality of the Code

Does each plant or animal species
have its own genetic code, or is the same

genetic language used byall species on
this planet? Preliminary evidence sug-
gests that the code is essentially uni-
versal and that even species at opposite
ends of the evolutionary scale use much
the same code. For instance, a number

of laboratories in the U.S. and England
have recently reported that synthetic
RNA polymers code the same wayin
mammalian cell-free systems as they do
in the bacterial system. The base com-
positions of mammalian code words cor-
responding to aboutsix amino acids have
been determined so far. It nevertheless
seems probable that some differences

90

maybe foundinthefuture. Since certain

amino acids are coded by multiple

words,it is not unlikely that one species

may use one word and another species a

different one.

An indirect check on the validity of

code words obtainedincell-free systems

can be madeby studying natural pro-

teins that differ in amino acid composi-

tion at only one point in the protein

chain. For example, the hemoglobin of
an individual suffering from ☜sickle cell☝

anemia differs from normal hemoglobin
in that it has valine at one point in the

chaininstead of glutamic acid. Another

abnormal hemoglobin hits Iwsine at the

same point. One might be able to show,

by examining the code-word dictionary,
that these three amino acids♥glutamic
acid, valine and Ivsine♥have similar code
words. One could theninfer that the two

abnormal hemoglobins came into being

as a result of a mutation that substituted

a single base for another in the genethat

controls the production of hemoglobin.
As a matter of fact, the code-worddic-

tionary shows that the code words are

similar enough for this to have hap-

pened. One of the code groups for ghi-
tamic acid is AGU. Substitution of a U

for A produces UGU,the code groupfor
valine. Substitution of an A for a U vields
AGA,one of the code groupsfor lysine.

Similar analyses have been made for

other proteins in which amino acid sub-

stitutions are known, and in most cases

the substitutions can be explained by

alteration of a single base in code-word

triplets. Presumably more code words
will be found in the future andthe cor-

relation between genetic base sequences
and amino acid sequences can be made

with greater assurance.

The Nature of Messenger RNA

Does cach molecule of messenger RNA

function only once or many times in di-

recting the svnthesis of protein? The

question has proved difficult because

most of the poly-U in the experimental

system is degraded before it is able to

function as a messenger. We have found,

nevertheless, that only about 1.5 U☂s in

poly-U are required to direct the in-

corporation of one molecule of phenyl-
alanine into protein. And George Spy-
rides and Fritz A. Lipmannof the Rocke-
feller Institute have reported that only
about .75 U☂s are required per molecule
of aminoacidin their studies. If the cod-
ing is done bytriplets, three U☂s would be
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PHENYLALANINE LYSINE PROLINE®

LEUCINE ®   
® POLY U CODES PREFERENTIALLY FOR PHENYLALANINE
@ REPORTED BY ONLY ONE LABORATORY; STILL TO BE CONFIRMED
4 REQUIRES ONLY FIRST OF TWO BASESLISTED

4 REQUIRES ONLY SECOND OF TWO BASESLISTED

SPECIFICITY OF CODINGis shownin this table, which lists 18 amino acids that can be
coded by synthetic RNA polymers containing no more than one or two kinds of base. The
only amino acids that seem to require more than two bases for coding are aspartic acid: and
methionine, which need U, A and G. Therelative amounts of aminoacids directed into pro-



requiredif the messenger functioned only

once. Evidently each poly-U molecule

directs the synthesis of more than one

long-chain molecule of polyphenylala-

nine. Similar results have been obtained

in intact cells. Cyrus Levinthal and his

associates at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology inhibited messenger RNA

synthesis in living bacteria with the anti-

biotic actinomycin and found that each

messenger RNA molecule presentat the

time messenger synthesis was turned off

directed the synthesis of 10 to 20 mole-

cules of protein.

We have observed that two factors in

addition to base sequence have a pro-

found effect on the activity of messenger

RNA:the length of the RNAchain and

its over-all structure. Poly-U molecules

that contain more than 100 U☂s are much

more active than molecules with fewer

than 50. Robert G. Martin and Bruce

Amesof the NationalInstitutesof Health

have found that chains of poly-U con-

taining 450 to 700 U☂s are optimalfor di-

recting protein synthesis.

Thereis still much to be learned about

the effect of structure on RNA function.

Unlike DNA, RNA molecules are usually

single-stranded. Frequently, however,

one part of the RNAmolecule loops back

and forms hydrogen bonds with another

portion of the same molecule. The ex-

tent of such internal pairingis influenced

by the base sequence in the molecule.

Whenpolvy-Uis in solution,it usually has

little secondary structure, that is, it con-

sists of a simple chain with few, if any,

loops or knots. Other types of RNA mole-

cules display a considerable amount of

secondarystructure [see topillustration

on page 86].
Wehave foundthat such a secondary

structure interferes with the activity of

messenger RNA. Whensolutions of poly-

U and poly-A are mixed, they form

double-strand (U-A) and triple-strand

(U-A-U) helices, which are completely

inactive in directing the synthesis of

polyphenylalanine. In collaboration with

Maxine F☂. Singer of the National Insti-

tutes of Health we have shownthatpoly-

UG containing a high degree of ordered

secondarystructure (possibly due to G-G

hydrogen-bonding) is unable to code for

aminoacids.
It is conceivable that natural mes-

senger RNA contains at intervals short

regions of secondary structure resem-

bling knots in a rope. These regions

mightsignify the beginning or the end of

a protein. Alternative hypotheses suggest

that the beginning andend are indicated

by particular base sequences in the

genetic message. In any case it seems

probable that the secondary structure

assumed bydifferent types of RNA will

be found to have great influence ontheir

biological function.

The Reading Mechanism

Still not completely understood is the

manner in which a given amino acid

finds its way to the proper site in a

protein chain. Although transfer RNA

was found to be required for the syn-

thesis of polyphenylalanine, the possibil-

itv remained that the aminoacid rather

than the transfer RNA recognized the

code word embodied in the poly-U mes-

senger RNA.

Todistinguish between these alterna-

tive possibilities, a brilliant experiment

was performed jointly by Francois

Chapeville and Lipmann of the Rocke-

feller Institute, Ginter von Ehrenstein of

Johns Hopkins University and three Pur-

due workers: Benzer, Weisblum and

William J. Ray, Jr. One amino acid,

cysteine,is directed into protein bypoly-

UC. Alanine, which is identical with

cysteine except that it lacks a sulfur

atom,is directed into protein by poly-CG

or poly-UCG.Cysteineis. transported by

one species of transfer RNA and alanine

by another. Chapeville andhis associates

enzymatically attached cysteine, labeled

with carbon 14,to its particular type of

transfer RNA. They then exposed the

molecular complex to anickel catalyst,

called Raney nickel, that removed the

sulfur from cysteine and converted it

to alanine♥without detaching it from

cysteine-transfer RNA. Now they could

ask: Will the labeled alanine be coded

as if it were alanine or cysteine? They

foundit was coded by poly-UG,just as

if it were cysteine [see bottom illustra-

tion on page 89]. This experiment shows

that an aminoacidlosesits identity after

combining with transfer RNAandis car-

ried willy-nilly to the code word recog-

nized by the transfer RNA.

The secondary structure of transfer

RNAitself has beenclarified further this

past year by workers at King☂s College

of the University of London. From X-ray

evidence they have deduced that trans-

fer RNA consists of a double helix very

muchlike the secondary structure found

in DNA.Onedifferenceis that the trans-

fer RNA molecule is folded back onit-

self, like a hairpin that has been twisted

aroundits long axis. The molecule seems

to contain a number of unpaired bases;

it is possible that these provide the

means for recognizing specific code

words in messenger RNA [see illustra-

tion at right on page 85].

There is still considerable mystery

about the way messenger RNAattaches

to ribosomes and the part that ribo-

somes play in protein synthesis. It has

been known for some time that colon

bacillus ribosomes are composed of at

least two types of subunit and that under

certain conditions they form aggregates

consisting of two subunits (dimers) and

four subunits (tetramers). In collabora-

tion with Samuel Barondes, we found

BASES PRESENT IN SYNTHETIC RNA

  

 

 

 
  
  
 

  

UA uc UG AC AG CG

PHENYLALANINE & PHENYLALANINE4 PHENYLALANINE LYSINE 4 LYSINE PROLINE 4

LYSINE4 PROLINE* LEUCINE PROLINE 4 GLUTAMIC ACID ARGININE ®

TYROSINE LEUCINE VALINE HISTIDINE ARGININE ® ALANINE ®

LEUCINE SERINE CYSTEINE ASPARAGINE GLUTAMINE ®

ISOLEUCINE
TRYPTOPHAN GLUTAMINE GLYCINE

ASPARAGINE®
GLYCINE THREONINE  

tein by RNA polymers containing two bases depend on the base

ratios, When the polymers contain a third and fourth base, addi-

tional kinds of amino acids are incorporated into protein, Thus

the activity of poly-UCG (an RNA polymer containing U, C and

  
CG) resembles that of poly-UC plus poly-UG. Poly-G has not been

found to code for any aminoacid. Future work will undoubtedly

yield data that will necessitate revisions in this table. An RNA-

code-word dictionary derived from the table appears on page 93.
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senger RNA. They have named the ag-

gregate a polysome.

Many compelling problemsstill lie

ahead. One is to establish the actual

sequence of bases in code words. At

present the code resembles an anagram.

We knowtheletters but not the order of

most words.
Anotherintriguing question is wheth-

er in living cells the double strand of

DNAserves as a template for the pro-

duction of a single strand of messenger

RNA,or whether each strand of DNA

serves as a template for the production

of two different, complementary strands

of RNA.If the latter occurs♥and avail-

able evidence suggests that it does♥

the function of each strand must be

elucidated.
Ultimately one hopes that cell-free

that the addition of poly-U to reaction

mixtures initiated further ribosome ag-

gregation. In early experiments only

tetramers or still larger aggregates sup-

ported the synthesis of polyphenylala-

nine. Spyrides and Lipmann have shown

that poly-U makes only certain ☜ac-

tive☂ ribosomes aggregate and that

the remaining monomers and dimers

do not support polyphenylalanine syn-

thesis. .

A possibly related phenomenon has

been observed in living cells by Alex-

ander Rich andhis associates at the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology. They

find that in reticulocytes obtained from

rabbit blood, protein synthesis seems to

be carried out predominantly by aggre-

gates of five ribosomes, which may be

held together by a single thread of mes-

  

  
  

 

  

 

 

  
 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

   
  

 

  

 

AMINO ACID RNA CODE WORDS
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CENETIC-CODE DICTIONARYlists the code words that correspond to each of the 20

common aminoacids, assuming that all the words are triplets. The sequences of the letters

in the code words have not been established, hence the order shown is arbitrary. Although

half of the amino acids have more than one code word,it is believed that each triplet codes

uniquely for a particular amino acid. Thus various combinations of AAC presumably code

for asparagine, glutamine and threonine. Only one exception has been found to this

presumed rule. The triplet UUU codes for phenylalanine and,less effectively, for leucine.
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Five ways
to reproduce
fundamental
bass tones

How ao you reproduce bass
fundamentals generated by
such huge instruments as the
pipe organ, grand piano, bass
drum? You can gang together
enough 15☝ loudspeakers to
approximate the radiating
area of the original, Costly;
not completely satisfactory.
You can put a speaker or two
in a folded, exponentially-

JBL
Linear

tapered horn♥e.g. the JBL -Efficiency
Ranger-Paragon, Harstfield, Model
C55 theater horn. The big LEISA
mouth of the horn becomes
the effective radiating area.
Simpler: Mount speakers in a
bass reflex enclosure, a form
of Helmholtz resonator tuned
to low frequencies. Energy
from the back of the speaker
coneis radiated, in phase,
through a port. JBL trans- ♥
ducers designed for all these cgg
applications are world famous Theater
for their crisp, clean perform- Folded
ance, unmatched high effi- Horr
ciency. The large amountof
energy required to generate
lows makesthe latter a highly desirable
virtue. Anothersolution : Provide for longer
linear cone excursion. One cone traveling
an inch can equal two cones traveling a
half inch. Cone in the JBL LEL5A is so
suspended that it can move extrame dis-
tances with perfect linearity. This method
permits smaller acoustical enclosures but ☝
results in reduced efficiency. JBL ☜Linear-
Efficiency☝ models with their big voice coils
andclose tolerances are the mostefficient
of this type. Their popularity has paralleled
the growth of two-channel stereo. Forfis-
teners who want bass fundamentals from
the smallest possible system JBL has devel-
oped the ingenious Trimline 54, only 5☝
deep. Here a passive low frequency radia-
tor is used.It is identical to the full-range
8☝ Linear-Efficiency dynamic driver used
in the system but has no voicecoil or mag-
net; reacts similarly to the large air mass
and port in a full-size reflex enclosure.
Home hase for precision bass is your
Authorized JBL Audio Specialist. For
his address and your free copy of the
complete JBL catalog write to:

systems will shedlight on genetic con-
trol mechanisms. Such mechanisms,still
undiscovered, permit the selective re-
trieval of genetic information. Twocells
may contain identical sets of genes, but
certain genes may be turned on in one
cell and off in another in highly spe-

cific fashion. With cell-free systems the
powerful tools of enzymology can be
brought to bear on these and other
problems, with the promise that the
molecular understanding of genetics will
continue to advance rapidly in the near
future.

Eo .

PRODUCTION OF BACTERIA is carried out on a large scale at the National Institutesof Health. The vessel holds colon bacilli that the author and others need for experiments.
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